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My Research Context in LORNET 2.3

My Ph.D. Research Context
Goal:
To illustrate the potential of ontological engineering (OE) for building Learning
Knowledge Management Systems (LKMS). In particular the impact on the
instructional design process was investigated. The value added of the OE approach
was expected to be in terms of intelligence (flexibility, usability, adaptability, ...) in
the production of instructional scenarios and learning objects.
Research objectives:
1 – To develop of an Interface Agent prototype, CIAO which is aimed at facilitating
the use of a task ontology by LKMS in TELOS;
2 – To develop of a methodology of OE for the construction of an ontology of
instructional design, based on multiple instructional design theories.

Research Objectives:
1 – To inform the instructional scenario (as IMS-LD method) with an
ontology of instructional design theories
2 – To develop an ontology-based method to reference learning objects
(resources, activities and actor’s competency)
Ontology of Instructional Design Theories (OIDT)
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Ontology exported in OWL
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
xmlns="http://www.hozo.jp/owl/FILENAME/#"
xmlns:FILENAME="http://www.hozo.jp/owl/FILENAME/#"
xml:base="http://www.hozo.jp/owl/FILENAME/">
<owl:Ontology rdf:about="">
<rdfs:comment>
HOZO:OWL Export TEST
</rdfs:comment>
</owl:Ontology>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="WholnessConcept">
<rdfs:label>WholenessConcept</rdfs:label>
</owl:Class>
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Use-Cases of the Interface Agent Prototype CIAO: Scenario for using an Ontology of Instructional Design Theories
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Use Case
Goal
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Description
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Authoring an instructional scenario
Authorized users interact with MIS in order to create a
graphical view of the scenario.
Same as in UC-1.2
Instructional scenario (one or more AU) is authored.
Author (Instructional Designer or Teacher)
UC-1.2
Steps & Branching Actions
1. CIAO: display the authoring space on the left and the
theory selected on the right.
2. Author: design an activity by adding a node to the
skeleton of the scenario (and save eventually).
3. CIAO: stores the new activity.
4. User: design a resource by adding a leaf to the
skeleton of the scenario (and save eventually).
5. CIAO: stores the new resource
6. Author: binds the resource to the activity
7. Author: after authoring an AU, he is able to save it.
8. CIAO: stores the new aggregated AU in a repository.
9. Author: branches to UC-1.4.
Steps & Branching Actions
2. CIAO: create an editable instance (make a copy) of
the MIS based on the theory selected and display it in
the authoring space.
3. Author: design an activity by double-click on a node
of the editable instance and replace it by a real
situation description (and save eventually).
4. CIAO: stores the new activity
5. Author: design an resource by double-click on a
leaf of the editable instance and replace it by a real
resource description (and save eventually).
6. CIAO: stores the new resource.
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Referencing the scenario
Describe and store the scenario created in the OKDB in
order to make it accessible later on to the authors.
1. OIDT; 2. A scenario has been previously authored
The user succeeded in indexing a scenario
The author failed to index the scenario because some
activities / resources cannot be related to the ontology
Author (Instructional Designer or Teacher)
UC-1.3 or Author open an instructional scenario (IS)
Steps & Branching Actions
1. CIAO: extracts the IS (on left side) and display it.
2. Author: selects the indexing option.
CIAO: display the indexing space (right side)
3. Author: select the “Domain Indexation Tag”.
CIAO: display it on the right side.
4. Author: selects an activity (a node) from the IS
CIAO: display the taxonomy of ontology activities.
5. Author: describes an activity of its IS.
6. Author: Classify this activity using the taxonomy of
ontology activities. Then save it.
7. Author: selects a resource (a leaf) from the IS.
CIAO: display the taxonomy of ontology resources.
Steps & Branching Actions
3a. Author: selects the “Instructional Role Tag”
CIAO: display it on the right side
4a. Author: selects an activity (a node) on left side.
CIAO: display the taxonomy of ontology instructional
roles related to the activities.
7a. Author: selects a resource (a leaf) from the IS.
CIAO: display the taxonomy of ontology instructional
roles related to the resources.
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